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Honda B16a Engine
1. B16A SiR 1 gen. – the first generation of B16. This was the most legendary Honda engine that could reach 100 HP per 1 liter of displacement. Here are cam specs of SiR B16A: duration (at .050″ or 1 mm lift) 230/227 deg, lift 10.6/9.4 mm. The power was 160 HP @ 7,600 rpm, torque was 150 Nm @ 7,000 rpm, and the redline was at 8,000 rpm. This engine was installed in Honda Civic SiR, CRX SiR and Integra. 2.
Honda B16A engine (B16B) | Specifications, features, tuning
The first VTEC engine. B16A found in: 1989-1993 Honda Integra XSi; 1989-1991 Honda CRX SiR (EF8) 1989-1991 Honda Civic SiR (EF9) Displacement: 1.6 L; 97.3 cu in (1,595 cc) Compression: 10.2:1; Bore x Stroke: 81 mm × 77.4 mm (3.19 in × 3.05 in) Rod Length: 134 mm (5.3 in) Rod/stroke ratio: 1.745
Honda B engine - Wikipedia
JDM B16A Engine For Sale. If you are looking for the authentic JDM B16A engine for sale, JDM Engine Depot has it! All of our Honda and Acura motors have no less than 35K and no more than 65K miles on them. What cars is the B16A engine compatible with? 1992-1995 Honda Civic SIR; 1992-1995 Honda Del Sol; 1988-1991 Honda Civic CRX; 1996-2000 Honda ...
Honda B16A Engine For Sale | JDM Engine Depot
As an automotive enthusiast, you have probably heard of the Honda B16 engine at some point. It’s one of the most talked about engines in the JDM world, and Honda enthusiasts all over the world have this engine swapped into their car. Although this engine is popular, there are still many enthusiasts who do not know about this engine, and it’s insane ...
Honda B16: Everything You Need to Know | Specs and More
Identifying 1st and 2nd generation B16A. The legendary B16A is the first engine to use the VTEC mechanism. Appearing in the JDM DA6/DA8 Honda Integra RSi/XSi in mid 1989, the 1st generation B16As produced 160ps at 7600rpm with a max torque of 15.5kgm at 7000rpm and a redline of 8000rpm.
Identifying 1st and 2nd generation B16A - Temple Of VTEC Asia
B16A Series A B16A ENGINE(VTEC BESAR) B16A. Note: All JDM B16A engines are stamped ‘B16A’ (with no number after the “A” to identify version). VTEC Found in: 1988-1991 JDM Honda Integra RSi/XSi (DA6/DA8) 1988-1991 JDM Honda CRX SiR (EF8) 1988-1991 JDM Honda Civic SiR (EF9) Displacement: 1,595 cc (97.3 cu in) 1.6 liter Compression: 10.2:1 ...
HONDA VTEC B SERIES ENGINE GUIDE AND SPECIFICATION B16A ...
The B16 engines are generally extremely reliable and solid as long as they are regularly serviced and maintained. Problems and weakspots are thankfully unheard of if the car is well maintained and looked after.
All you need to know about tuning the Honda B16 engine
JDM Honda Civic SIR B16A Engine 5 Speed Transmission OBD1 1.6L DOH. Applications: $2799.00 USD. In Stock.
B16A ENGINE | USED JDM ENGINE INC.
The distinction between them was the cylinder block deck height. The one used for B16 and B17 engines has a deck height of 8.03˝, while the short block used for B16B, B18 and B20 engines has a deck height of 8.3˝. Advertisement. The Honda B16 has appeared in six different forms over the years.
Honda B & K Series Engines - Engine Builder Magazine
Related: honda b16a engine honda b18 engine honda b18c engine honda b20 engine honda d16 engine honda b16a2 honda b16 valve cover honda civic 2000 b 16 engine honda k20 engine honda k24 engine honda b16 cylinder head
honda b16 engine for sale | eBay
Honda B16A 1st Gen OBD0 Engine 1988-1991 LSD Transmission. Item ID 1534 Model(s) HONDA CIVIC/INTEGRA/CRX 1988-1991 Mileage 117431 KM / 73395 US Miles
Search for b16 motor | JDM Engines & Parts | JDM Racing Motors
Honda B16 1.6 16v Vtec. The B-series are a family of inline four-cylinder DOHC automotive engines introduced by Honda in 1989. The B-series were aimed more as a performance option featuring dual-overhead cams along with the first application of Honda's VTEC system.
Honda B16 1.6 16v - Stafford Performance Engines
The one used for B16 and B17 engines (except for B16B) has a deck height of 203.9mm while the short block used for B16B, B18 and B20 engines has a deck height of 212mm. The Honda B16 has appeared in six different forms over the years. The Honda B-series was replaced by the K-series in Civic, Integra, and CR-V applications. Honda B engine. Overview
Honda B-series Engine Specs Information - Nthefastlane
The Honda B16 engine is built as a pure DOHC engine is as a VTEC engine in compact cars from Honda . It is found in the Civic , CRX, CRX Del Sol , Integra , CR-V and some other models. The displacement is 1.6 (1,595 cc). The power range is from 126 to about 200 hp depending on model and location .
Honda Engines - Honda B16 engine (1988-2001)
The Honda B16A is the first B-series engine, a part from the family of DOHC engines with four cylinders that Honda introduced in 1988. It was the first VTEC engine (B16A SIR-V), and was initially found in the 89-93 Honda Integra XSi, 89-91 Honda CRX SiR and the 89-91 Honda Civic SiR.
B16A Engine For Sale | JDM New York
The B16A is the most common B16 engine, but Honda also built the B16B for Civic Type R, and today we’re going to find out what the differences are and which one is better. The Basics. Before we dive into the differences of each engine, we should briefly cover the basics of the B-Series and B16.
Honda B16A vs B16B: Which One is Better? - Dust Runners ...
HONDA CRX / CIVIC 1.6 DOHC VTEC B16A ENGINE 1988-1 . Honda crx / civic 1.6 dohc vtec b16a engine. Original uk market colour sales brochure illustrating & describing the honda fr-v 1.7i-vtec se, 2.0i-vtec se & 2.0i-vtec sport models. bare vtec frame, ideal if you want to try and fit a none standard honda engine , or a completely different engine. bare vtec frame, ideal if you want to try and ...
B16 Vtec Engine for sale in UK | 52 used B16 Vtec Engines
We carry honda jdm engines, jdm swaps. Used jdm parts, jdm motors, jdm b16a, jdm honda engine, honda jdm motors, jdm type r b18c, h22 swap, k20a type
JDM Engines | Honda JDM Engine Swaps B16a, B18c, H22a ...
Since our B16A is a used engine with an unknown history, we refreshed some of the more wearable parts. Included are a new timing belt, Samco radiator hoses, heater hoses, ACT clutch and flywheel ...
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